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 Text : 
 

 1- Billy lives in a small village . He is a farmer and he 

has got a big farm . On the farm , his wife , Stella , and his 

two sons , Bob and Carl can help him . Billy grows many 

vegetables like lettuce , potatoes , cucumbers and spring 

onions . On the other part of the farm , he keeps hens , ducks , cows and 

few sheep . Billy loves taking care of the animals . There is also a horse 

called Moonlight . Bob and Carl enjoy riding it . Billy’s wife ,Stella helps in 

looking after the farm . Every day , they wake up early at around dawn , 

have breakfast , and then set out to work . First , they milk the cows , feed 

the chickens and sheep , and clean the barn . Then , they collect the eggs .  

   

    2- By 10:30am , they go to the field by tractor . 

 They carry on working until twelve when they stop to eat 

 lunch . After lunch ,Billy and his son go to an outdoor 

market and sell all their fresh vegetables , eggs and milk . 

Some of their customers come from far away just to buy 

their fresh and nutritious produce . “Being a farmer isn’t easy at all . It’s a 

tiring job because we are always busy working, but we are proud of 

ourselves” Says Billy .  

 
 
 
 
 
 



 READING COMPREHENSION : (5 marks) 
1/ Tick (√) the right alternative  (1mark) 

 The text is mainly about…. 
a- farmers’ market     
b- life on a farm 
c- market day  

2/ Correct these false statements with details from the text  (2 marks) 
a- Billy and his family get up late .  
_______________________________________________________ 
b- In the afternoon , Billy and his sons go to the field to cut the 

grass .  
_______________________________________________________ 

3/ What  does the underlined word refer to in the text ? (1mark) 

it  (paragraph 1)refers to _____________________________________ 

4/ Provide a short answer to the following question from the text  (1 mark) 

a- What does Bill think of his job as a farmer ? Does he like it ? 

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________ 

Language : (10 marks) 

1/ Put verbs or words between brackets in the right tense or form  

(3 marks) 

  Today is Saturday , 15th July . We are in the kitchen because it 
(rain)__________outside and we can’t go out . Mum is very 
happy because it’s her birthday . She has a birthday cake on the 
table . Mum is very elegant today . She is wearing new clothes because it is 
(we)______________birthday present for (she)__________.She is wearing a long 
blue skirt , a beautiful green blouse and black shoes . She is also wearing a 
magnificent necklace and gold earnings . Dad is not in the kitchen now because he 
(work)________________ . He is a doctor and he sometimes 
(work)________________on Saturday mornings . My sister , Jane , is drawing a 
picture for Mum . She loves (draw)__________________and she can draw very 
well . My name is John and I am playing with my robot . It is a birthday present 
from Mum and Dad . We are having a birthday tonight , but it’s a surprise for Mum . 
We hope she likes it .   

 



2/ Circle the right option (0.5 × 6 = 3 marks) 

   My bedroom is the most comfortable place in my 
house . Actually , it is not too large , but it is (clean / 
dirty / messy) enough . It looks like a small cottage 
with a bed placed in the (left / front / middle) . The 
colour of the bed is pink , so it is soft and calm . On 
the bed , there (is / are / were)books that always 
accompany (me / my / I) when I am sleeping . If you 
enter my bedroom , you can see a table and a chair 
(near / next / in front) to the bed . You can feel the wind blowing from a big 
window that always makes my room cozy and bright . You can also see a 
beautiful garden that is full of wonderful flowers from this window . It can 
change your bed mood to become more cheerful .In front of my bed , there is a 
large rag on the (balcony / ground / ceiling ).If you see around my bedroom , 
you will find a colourful wall . It is the only place in the house where I can relax .  

 
3/ Fill in the blanks with eight words from the box below . Be careful ! 
There are two extra words (0.5 × 8 = 4 marks ) 

Sell / onions / fresh  / quiet /  in / market / there / them / quite / on  

 

  John and his sister Ann often visit their grandparents 
who live on a farm in a beautiful village . They usually 
spend the weekend (1)________________ , where the 
weather is lovely especially in Spring . They like the farm 
because it’s (2)___________________ . They also like 
the delicious (3)__________ food of the farm . They also 
eat a lot of tomatoes , (4)_______________, lettuce , apricots and 
oranges and drink a lot of milk and fruit juice . Their grand parents don’t 
buy (5)____________because they are all  from the farm . Their 

grandfather has got many cows , sheep , hens and 
turkeys (6)________________the farm too . On 
(7)__________________day , the grandfather often 
takes John with him to the village’s market to 
(8)_____________________the farm vegetables , 

fruit and milk  . They are very happy together .    

 
 
 
 
 



 WRITING : (5 marks) 
  Peter joins his Tunisian friend , Aly Soltane , for a long walk on market 
day in Jerba . He writes a letter to his sister Jane to describe the market 
place .  
Write Peter’s letter .  

Dear Jane  

    _____________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                        Yours ,  

                                                                                                            Peter  

 
 

Good Luck  

 
 


